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Abstract—Replication is one of the most widely studied phenomena in a distributed environment. It is a strategy in which multiple copies of same data are stored at multiple sites. As every coin has two sides, replications do come with overheads of creating, maintaining and updating the replicas. In this paper we will seek to gain a deep knowledge about understanding of a mobile computing system which has become ubiquitous on daily lives. Here, we propose a system which extracts data from different database system through mobile agents using natural language rather than SQL queries. This system has found out the solutions on the problems mainly occurs in traditional distributed system such as disconnection management and mobility management. Creating same copy of data at different sites makes easy accessibility for users and increases performance.(Abstract)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile computing is an emerging technology in advance wireless communication networks and hardware. e.g. laptop, PDA, and cell phone. It is the wide area of work of research in the environment of database. Mobile phones increasingly and progressively using database applications such as product inventory tracking, sales order entity, airline booking etc. Mobile clients or a host retrieves the required information from the database server via wireless channel.

Mobile database become deliberately popular, as the wide use of mobile computing devices. Some author describes the mobile database is distributed database in which accessing mode is mobile rather than the database stored in mobile devices are said to be mobile database. Few Authors defines that it is the combination and merging of ad-hoc database, distributed database and disconnected database. This rapidly growing technology occurs some new challenges and problems.

Wireless networks can be thought as an extension of wired network for expansion of communication area. As we can see, the requirements of applications in mobile computing devices are increasing day by day.

With wireless connection, the mobile hosts such as any employee can request for required information by sitting in his office or work place or at public area such as shopping mall or somewhere in car or on plane. It was assumed that over the years, many people are performing mobile applications such as electronic mails, file transfer and other database applications. Moreover, the mobile hosts use it for personal applications such as message delivery, calendar and directory services. The remaining users uses it for transportation, field service and field sales purpose.

Some author stated that the suggested preemption in traditional distributed system is not reasonable in mobile computing system. The location of various hosts is predefined and well known to server and the cost of hosts is also balanced. The connection established between mobile hosts and server is usually of light bandwidth, consequently the latency in process decreases and performance improves. Thus, it can be say that there is huge data storage space on host and no power restrictions. In mobile computing system, due to mobility, the location of mobile user is dynamically changes. For communication in wireless network, mobile clients have limited bandwidth and high latency. The consumption of battery power of mobile devices is high. It is not necessarily restricted to keep the same data on data storage of mobile client. While introducing replica strategy in mobile computing system with clients, these challenging issues are encountered.

Resulting from the changing of location dynamically of users, the replication schemes on database will be affected in mobile environments. Therefore replication scheme has long been used in distributed system to increase reliability and data availability and improve performance of system, which also help in maximizing utilization of network bandwidth. Now the question is how do we apply data replication methods and techniques using distributed system in mobile computing environment? For that we propose client-server architecture and three-tier architecture. In wireless client server communication, agents play important role for data management. So that mobile clients can get the benefits: bandwidth saving, power saving, consistency maintenance and continuous processing.
Moreover, in such sharing and communication environment, we provide a replica control strategy, so that mobile client can continuous access and process on his required data even though he is disconnected from the network.

In mobile computing system, replica strategy cannot be directly applied with distributed system. Due to mobile clients frequently disconnected from network because of out of radio coverage and power saving, a weak signal or poor reception. Therefore disconnection is a major factor in mobile computing system rather than failure of system. When mobile clients cache or store the useful database properly in their local memory, they can continuously access and operate on local cache data, which results more work can be done though mobile clients are disconnected from the network.

The communication cost of wireless link between mobile client and database server is saved in following case : Example : A subset of available tickets is allocated to each client. Thus, they can independently sale the tickets to the customer under some local available tickets constraints rather than global available tickets constraints. It satisfies the customer with good service when it is disconnected from server. The disconnection operation satisfies the requirement of mobile clients. The replication data often used in mobile clients and it is local satisfaction. Therefore the possibilities in data confliction are less.

The replica control strategy can be done in two ways, optimistic and pessimistic. These strategies are used in disconnection operation. A pessimistic replica control strategy is lock-based replication. In this, the replication done at all nodes is synchronized and then all the replicas are updated as a atomic and united pat. Whereas, an optimistic replica control strategy is asynchronous replication. In this, the transaction which is updated is committed first. Then the updating is applied to other corresponding nodes. In this paper, implementation of optimistic replica strategy is discussed. The major issue during applying the replication technique is that it is needed to modify the database interface after addition or insertion of data at different servers.

This replication scheme is called as three-copy replication scheme, because three copies are generated due to applying of replication technique; primary copy, secondary copy and mobile copy. These multiple copies are generated to deal with the possible disconnection of mobile clients with server. When the mobile client is disconnected from network, they have their own cache memory where they preserves data (i.e. mobile copy) and continuous operation.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Over the past 20 years, mobile computing infrastructures and various network application technologies are leading with enhanced reliability.

In [1], states that “Disjoint Data Partition” scheme disallows any data replication. That is each data item is stored on only one server. That means a data item has exactly one primary copy on server. In this paper the replication scheme is allowing to keep copy of a single data item on several servers. However, all copies of data item are distinguished as primary and secondary.

The commitment is must to ensure the successful transaction between client and server. In [4, 13], has introduced 2 phase commit protocol (2PC) to terminate distributed transaction. It allows the involvement of both parties to agree on a common decision to commit or abort the transaction even in the presence of failure.

In [3], has mentioned the example is to describe the system works in replicated environment. In it multiple sites are located in different locations and connected through a middleware where it does not matter what the middleware consist of. Data stored at one site is replicated to other sites, so that the user trying to access that file from particular site is denied then he can deal with this problem by accessing the replica of that file from another site.

Changing nature of mobile computing has introduced different models by different developers. In “Report and Co-transaction model” allows hierarchy of transaction levels and obeys the bottom up approach by the root. “Two transaction Model was proposed by Gary to specify the two types of transactions in mobile computing. I.e. Base and Tentative.

In [5], the Report and Co-transaction Model which is specifically used for multi database system is introduced by P K Chrysan. It is used where multiple type of databases are used for different domains. Nested transaction is also possible in this model.

The mobile computing environment requires the approach where the efficient access of shared data from any point or location. In [6], address the problem of query processing and data replication.

The narrow bandwidth of wireless channels is determined by keeping mind to reduce the efforts of communication between client and server. Haroon Shahzad and Xiang Li have changed the way of accessing database at a time among multiple users. The data storage is done at several nearby servers with the same copy instead storing it at centralized location.
III. PROPOSED WORK

A. Module:
Mobile computing represents the most consistent approaches for multiple machines connected in a network, with the help of software agents (client agent and server agent). The multi-agent system controls the agent’s lifecycle and provide them necessary environment for executing their tasks.

B. Pseudo code:
1) Get request R from User U
2) For every R, CA will make entry in log of client agent database (CADB).
3) Initially status for R will be No answer (NA).
4) Forward request R to SA.
5) SA will make entry in server agent database (SADB).
6) Status will be No Answer (NA).
7) Retrieve result A from SADB.
8) Status of request R will be answer A.
9) Forward answer A to CADB.
10) Status of R in CADB will be answer A.
11) Forward answer A to client.
12) Go to (1)

C. Problem Definition:
Let ‘S’ be a New Replication Strategy for A Disconnection Under Agent-Based on Mobile Computing System.

\[ S=\{R, U, Q, L, B, C, D, A/ for all S\} \]

\[ R \text{ Represent request} \]
\[ R=\{r0, r1… rn / for all R\} \]

\[ U \text{ Represent User} \]
\[ U=\{u0, u1… un / for all U\} \]

\[ Q \text{ Represent the query,} \]
\[ Q=\{q0, q1… qn / for all Q\} \]

\[ L \text{ Represent Local agent} \]
\[ L=\{l0, l1… ln / for all L\} \]

\[ B \text{ Represent Base station} \]
\[ B=\{b0 / for all B\} \]

\[ C \text{ Represent Co-agent,} \]
\[ C=\{c0 / for all C\} \]

\[ D \text{ Represent Domain} \]
\[ D=\{d0, d1… dn / for all D\} \]

\[ A \text{ Represent Result} \]
\[ A=\{a0, a1… an / for all A\} \]

D. Activity:
a) Let Fu be a rule of U into B such that for given Base station there is User…
\[ Fu (u0, u1… un / \rightarrow \{B\}) \in B \]
b) Let Fb be a rule of B into C such that for given co-agent there is Base station…
\[ Fb (b0 / \rightarrow \{C\}) \in C \]
c) let $F_c$ be a rule of $C$ into $T$ such that for search the dictionary words there is co-agent...

$F_c (c / \text{---} \rightarrow \{t_0, t_1 \ldots t_n\}) \in T$

d) Let $F_q$ be a rule of $Q$ into $L$ such that the query goes to the local agent

$F_q (q_0, q_1 \ldots q_n / \text{---} \rightarrow \{l_0, l_1 \ldots l_n\}) \in L$

e) Let $F_l$ be a rule of $L$ into $D$ such that local agent search the query from domain

$F_l (l_0, l_1 \ldots l_n / \text{---} \rightarrow \{d_0, d_1 \ldots d_n\}) \in D$

f) Let $F_d$ be a rule of $D$ into $A$ such that domain gives the Result

$F_d (d_0, d_1 \ldots d_n / \text{---} \rightarrow \{a_0, a_1 \ldots a_n\}) \in A$

IV. RESULT SET

Table 1: Queries and its Response time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SET</th>
<th>Distinct Queries</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Repeated Queries</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 2: graph of result set verses time in second

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a study of Multi-agent system usage for the management of distributed databases by which bandwidth network traffic is reduced. Also this approach reduces transfer of data. Multi-agent technology is an alternative approach to the client-server traditional systems. Mobile agent based approach offers some advantages, such as scalability of the system, load balancing and low traffic in the network, required minimum time to fetch the repeated queries. The mobile agents require a proper environment for implementation and execution. Further work will be related to the security of the mobile agent.
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